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Jillsybean Apr 15

Thank you for your tireless work on this issue and for helping me to “see” the propaganda. God bless you

and your team, Mark.
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ShastaBetty Apr 15

It truly is an unprecedented crime against humanity - and it is ongoing. A friend and wonderful neighbor

took FIVE of those dastardly shots and passed away yesterday morning from turbo cancer throughout his

entire body.
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Krevelli24 Apr 15

My god, so sorry for your loss. I wonder if others understand and see this...? I'm in Sweden and have

to admit I haven't seen any deaths per se. One turbo cancer and LOTS of neuropathy and a few heart

problems but fertility seems unscathed among people we know and people who have taken four and

five shots seem ok. I know batches are different but I wonder why they are SO different....
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Tom Tunes Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

I have a list of 34 known friends, relatives, and acquaintances injured, developed cancer and or

dead. First case was actually a long-time friend from Sweden. Sudden death shortly after going

to bed. No prior history of cardiac problems. About 70 y.o. Multiple vaxxes Spring 2021. Did she

die with certainty from those injections? Can't prove it in the individual case, but definitely

possible, if not probable. Very clever murders being committed. Her husband is now developing

beginning dementia. Perhaps they got the same bad batch.
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ShastaBetty Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

Same here. My half-sister got the shot and two weeks later was in the ER on a ventilator

and died two months later still on that vent. Her husband refused to belief it was due to the

shot which her doctor recommended because she had co-morbidities. Another extremely

good friend got at least one shot and a year later after having just been given an excellent

bill of health the week before had a stroke and died. I live in senior housing and two people I

know here had all the shots - each had a stroke. One died sitting in her wheelchair.

However, others here who got all the shots seem to be alright. Three other people I know

got one shot and had terrible problems for a while - two are now alright, but the third one

walks with walking sticks.
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Tom Tunes Apr 15

I’m so sorry to hear that. Unfortunately, I’ve read countless similar reports from others.

There is no question that the greatest crime in history has taken place, with the

assistance of the fearful victims who offered up their arms.
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Patti Kenney Apr 15

Demensia is up like 1500 percent!
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Tom Tunes Apr 15

Yes, unfortunately!
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Just Comment Just’s Substack Apr 19

Please contact researcher Steve Kirsch. Steve Kirsch have been fighting to get the Vaccine

injured and death information out. He needs data.

https://kirschsubstack.com/

https://totalityofevidence.com/steve-kirsch/
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Tom Tunes Apr 19

Kirsch, along with Robert Malone, Bret Weinstein, Pierre Kory McCullough, and others

are appointed leaders to lead skeptics of the official narrative into dead ends, become

disillusioned, and give up. Read Sage Hana’s substack articles on all these characters. I

didn’t agree with SH initially, but the evidence is clear.
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Just Comment Just’s Substack Apr 19

WOW, we are in so much trouble.
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Tom Tunes Apr 19

It’s complex. The world is in trouble but progress is being made. And people

are slowly waking up.
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Jerry Newfield Jerry’s Substack Apr 15

So unspeakably sad.
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Lulu Apr 15

So sorry for your loss. May I ask what kind of cancer was it/did it start as?
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ShastaBetty Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

I don't know either. He insisted for months that it was "long covid" - refused to even believe it

was due to the vax. I tried to get him to look into the FLCCC protocols. He was so sure his doctor

knew what she was doing - the doctor who insisted he get all those shots!! He thought she

walked on water. I know her. She doesn't. Then a couple of months ago I noticed a tumor on his

head and tried once again to get him to look into the Dr. Marik's Cancer Protocol. He didn't. He

went downhill pretty quickly after that and was really unable to verbalize to me what the cancer

was. He had a long-time friend who was with him keeping track of what the cancer doctor was

saying. One of his last words to me was he wished he'd paid closer attention to the cancer.
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ViaVeritasVita Apr 16

My cousin, in her early 80's, BECAUSE she had had stomach cancer ~ 20 years ago, has taken 5. And

told me, two weeks ago, that she was down with Covid.
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53fordtruck Apr 15

I donated in memory of my brother Joel (died age 54, J&J), my father in law Chuck (died of turbo cancer,

quadruple vaxxed), and numerous other family and friends who I suspect died from this mass murder

event.

I regret not keeping a list of suspicious deaths. I am certain I could list 20 or more people that I know.
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Mark Crispin Miller Apr 15 Author

Very powerful. Thank you for this.
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Lulu Apr 15

I'm sorry
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Priscilla Schwartz Apr 15

I had 3 cousins die quite suddenly here in Canada, that did not appear in these reports. One in

Saskatchewan, one in Alberta and one in British Columbia. All relatively young. All vaxed. 2 dying within

weeks of their cancer diagnosis (the other was about 5 months). I'm thinking one did not have an obituary,

and the other 2 were from smaller city/ towns.
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Mark Crispin Miller Apr 15 Author

We will include them, albeit belatedly, if you send us the details. Send them to

markcrispinmiller@pm.me.
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INGRID C DURDEN Apr 15

lots of obituaries do not mention a cause of death, may be that is why.
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bestchef Apr 16

Lately, I've been looking at obituaries locally, and I'm seeing in the obit saying the deceased

person died suddenly. It doesn't say what from, just says died suddenly. Just from reading that, I

know these people got the kill shots, no doubt about that!!
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INGRID C DURDEN Apr 16

there used to be a few, if you typed it in 3 years ago, you would have a handful of them. Now

you have a handful every hour! Heart attacks have always been but this weekend 4 football

players had a heart attacks ! and the Italian doctor who was asked how come, states it is

hereditary, or cause by everything but... ! The only thing I can think of is how full of money

his pockets are.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Apr 16 · edited Apr 16

Died suddenly (or 'unexpectedly') used to be obit euphemism for suicide, but - alas - that

meaning may have changed.
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Non-GMO Humans Apr 15

Has this caused your family to realize that it was likely the bioweapon that caused their cancers?
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bestchef Apr 16

YES!!
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Wyn2kster Apr 15

Just donated Mark—keep up your great work. Nuremberg 2.0 is the only way to expose this evil and return

us to sanity.
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Adam The Thermopylae Blues Apr 15

A grim task, indeed.

Thank you so much for undertaking it.

It galls me that I can't contribute anything. Like so many others, we were financially wiped out by the

plandemic measures, and have yet to recover.

Why is it that the psychopaths are always flush?

Oh, that's right: they steal it from everyone else.
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Steve. S Steve.’s Substack Apr 15

They probably are actually getting their funding through the US treasury!
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Adam The Thermopylae Blues Apr 15

Yes. And where does the US Treasury get money, aside from thin air?
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Steve. S Steve.’s Substack Apr 16

I noticed the interest rates are not coming down! Could it be that the fed’s printing presses

running at full speed won’t allow a rate cut?
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Sane Franciscan Sane Francisco Apr 15

Just donated to this very important project! Thanks MCM & team 

✨🙏
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Yetimonster Apr 15

Every time I get an email from you Mark, I make myself read about every single death/illness. It's beyond

heartbreaking and painful but I refuse to forget the innocents who have paid the ultimate price for believing

our corrupt 'leaders' and 'elite'. Thank you for taking on this task on behalf of humanity. I just donated and

am so grateful to you and your team for documenting this crime.
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Laura Kasner Apr 15

Donation made. Thank you Mark and God bless you.
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JLK Apr 15

So very many - in our small west Texas town. Deaths and disabilities. It is not slowing down at all. How in

the world will this all end???
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Leslie Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

There are too many deniers of this democide who refuse to acknowledge the unnatural demise of children

with myocarditis, 20- and 30-something-year olds being diagnosed with turbo cancers, 40-something-

year-olds with dementia and the newfangled medical injuries that started AFTER the rollout of the

experimental jabs in mid-December 2020 and 2021. I know a knucklehead who took all the boosters, has

a young family, has a college degree in the sciences, reads the obituaries and loudly and proudly (hmm)

declared that he had 3 strokes. I and another coworker told him blood clots is a common symptom of the

"vaccines" and he told me that it was not from that. I asked him when did he have his first stroke and he

refused to tell me but I know it was in 2021 because the employee rounded up all employees and gave

them rides to get the jab to keep their jobs. He also wears a mask and only removed it last week. He told

me that his uncle had a stroke so getting stroke runs in the family and I never heard that having a stroke

was somehow genetic. I told him if having a stroke was genetic then why didn't he get it before taking the

jab and he has no answer. In March, as we were leaving the jobsite he got a call and with angst he privately

told me that his father was diagnosed with cancer. Sheeple like him know everything and try to debunk

facts I tell him because he believes in the system and doesn't have the capacity to think outside the

system, the control matrix, yet he reads the obits. The sheeple will do whatever their masters tell them even

with the facts staring them in the face and now that their human DNA has been hacked into and the

nanobots are assembling in their tissues it's useless trying to get them to acknowledge that they are

damaged goods but their ego and stupidity won't let them. He told me his neurologist told him to keep

taking the jabs if he wants to stay alive and I told him he has children to raise. Mark, you and your team are

doing humanity an extremely necessary and valuable labor of love for Nuremburg 2.0 so we can bring the

war criminals and their masters to justice. We are praying for you and your team and the success of this

mission.
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Shirley Guertin Horses, Homeopathy, Vaccines, a… Apr 15

Everytime I come across your posts, and sadly it is far too often, I am reminded of one of the last scenes in

the movie The Trial of the Chicago 7 when the Tom Hayden character starts reading off all the names of

those who died in the war during the time that the whole trial was being held. So that they would not be

forgotten, and respect given to them. Thank you for your work - so thankful that someone took it upon

themselves to look after this bit of this war we are in.
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Ty Apr 15

I read every MCM post that comes out. Some of my family are vaxxed and boosted, many are not. I believe

I'm the only one subscribed to this. Therefore even those sworn to never be jabbed again, are not so keen

on the number of deaths and destruction. The ones jabbed have no clue and will continue to be jabbed

until death, in convinced. My family is likely a microcosm of the general population. So many of them

zombies still masking and boosting.
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Ty Apr 15

Regarding 'some' and 'many', it's probably more like 50/50
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Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Apr 15

God bless you, MCM. What you are doing is incredible and profound. I pray these lists you have been

cataloguing are well preserved for future historians to study so this never happens again.
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Beth Apr 15

Thank-you for keeping this reality front and certain. We can and do let important things fall to the back

burner or right off the horizon. You're so right to stay on this and keep pointing out the impact and the need

to bring the culprits to justice. "Never forget", right?
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Kat Bro Apr 15

Done! I appreciate you and your team! Living through this time has been unbelievable and I'm grateful to

have found others who actually accept and live in reality.
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Kathleen Janoski Apr 15

Just donated...everyone needs to be remembered.
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Cy Lanced Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

My brother and I had our differences over the jabs and IVM. He never agreed with me but he got an earful

about what was happening to people back in 2021 and 22. He told me recently he had bad tinnitus as a

result of having covid. I didn't argue, that it was actually a common jab side effect, it was a surprising

admission and I'm certain our past discussions influenced him to not get more.boosters. I worry though

and wonder who among my jab happy colleagues and family will meet with sudden medical catastrophe.

Life and maintaining good health were already challenging pre-covid. Now I read of one tragedy after

another - my heart goes out to those who had such grievous losses. The denials on the part of the CDC

and hospitals make these events crimes against humanity.
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Diane Baum Apr 15

Do you want more researchers (people who can donate time to help) or just donations of money? And is

there another way to send money besides "Give Send Go?"
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Mark Crispin Miller Apr 15 Author

If you'd like to do research, contact Joe Surkiewicz at joesurkiewicz@proton.me.

And if want to send a check, send it to me at Village Postal Works, #299, 215 Thompson St., NY, NY,

10012.

THANK YOU.
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StellaMaris Apr 15

Mark, can you pls, look into this story....this mother lost her daughter and now has an app to track

all this...... "The app is more than just software; it's a beacon for those who seek to ensure safety

and accountability in healthcare. For far too long, many have felt helpless against the

opaqueness of "white coat" practices. But now, you can take back control and harness the

collective power of shared experiences."

I think you and here should work together...might be very powerful to wake people up..... here is

an interview with her https://charleswright1.substack.com/p/rebecca-charles-zoom-audio-april

...and her substack explains the app and it's purpose.....

https://rebeccacharles.substack.com/p/death-by-hospital-protocol-app-how

pls, share....we have to stop and win this..... ❤
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Puffin Apr 15

Her story is just utterly heartbreaking.
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StellaMaris Apr 16

YES.....pls, share and spread her story, if you are able..... ❤
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ViaVeritasVita Apr 16

I started--unfortunately only last summer--tearing out, and saving, the obit page from the small-town-in-

Maine newspaper to which we subscribe. I felt like a ghoul, but someone chided me, pointing out that I was

being an historian. I'm a Christian, and I see you, and a few other Substack authors, as doing the Lord's

work. And husband agreed with me that since we have left our woke church, and thus no longer put a

check in the offering plate each Sunday, it is appropriate to turn our giving habits to those who are doing

His work. So yes, I will be contributing to GSG--and thanks for choosing that option.
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Eileen Apr 15

Mark, it's a big possibility that I will be in New York this August for the foreseeable future...coming from

Europe. I am an American/Canadian citizen but have living in Europe for close to 30 years. If all goes well, I

would like to be able to assist you in any way I can to document this carnage. I am a good researcher, keen,

lots of energy, and able to keep focused..I feel compelled to help as I have been a follower of yours since

almost the beginning. Please let me know the best way to keep in touch, and I will keep you posted. God

bless you and your team!
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Dee Dee Apr 15

If you are planning on living in New York city, you should know it is swamped with immigrants. Crime

is way up. More than usual.
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Eileen Apr 16

I have heard that, but this cascade of crime and violence is happening in many cities across the

globe....I think perhaps another injury from the "poison" that is the shots. My young adult son

lives in the city so I have family, and it is not yet 100% certain that I go....only one of my many

options. Is there any place that is truly safe? There are a lot of nations also in Europe, swamped

with illegal immigrants, and many local citizens are struggling with how to cope. Insanity reigns

these days. I try to stay positive, and thank God every day that I said NO to most of the madness

the last four years. I feel so blessed to be healthy...I focus on that.
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Eileen Apr 15

I also speak fluent German so could help with the countries that use German.
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Amy Harlib Apr 20

I live in Manhattan and am a paying subscriber to Mark's substack and would for you to get in touch

with me as a kindred soul. Please email me at: amyharlib@e-activism.com

What I do: https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/amazing-amy

https://www.reverbnation.com/amazingamycontortionistuniqueyogadancer

https://www.instagram.com/amyharlib/
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carolyn kostopoulos Apr 15

yup! its so important that this work continue. we cannot forget and we cannot allow others to forget. thank

you
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Peter Stellas Peter’s Substack Apr 16

I fully agree with your purpose, Mark, and commend you for your persistent efforts. I, too, am striving to

educate many of the voluntarily blinded zombies to open their minds to the rats that are actively chewing

on their brains and bodies. My only question has always been "how do you convince anyone with an

obituary that is not clearly linked to vaxxes?" On the other hand, well filtered, documented reports of illness

and death from vaxxes would be difficult to deny forever,, and some people are beginning to grudgingly

concede to this emerging truth.
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MDskeptic Apr 16

I absolutely believe that the mrna tech kills. Unfortunately I do not think the reporting of random mortality

events without additional individual scrutiny and forensic pathologic analysis accomplishes the goal of

proving the lethality of the injections. The endeavor comes across as unduly ghoulish and morbid. This is

in stark contrast to the incisive and illuminating analyses you have performed on propaganda in all its'

ubiquitous and myriad manifestations. Thank you for all your efforts to right the murderous wrongs

committed by this evil medical tyranny.
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Amy Harlib Apr 15 · edited Apr 15

Proud to be a paying subscriber from nearly the beginning of substack! Mark is doing heroic work

documenting as much as possible the assaults on humanity from the globalist technocRAT evildoers who

must have their comeuppances! Bring on Nuremberg 2.0!

THEY can't get rid of the 'useless eaters' fast enough! Mistakes were not made, it was always malice

aforethought.

AUTISM TSUNAMI/SADS/TURBO CANCER/BIZARRE TERMINAL ILLNESSES: More tragic victims of the

ruling parasite genocidal enslavement agenda, sacrificed on the altar of psychopathic greed and hatred of

humanity.

SCREW THE FEAR FAKERY! NO TRUSTING THE WEF RULING CLASS EVER!

Reiterating for the sake of newbies and to support this post.

All manner of lies and propaganda spew forth from the upper echelons in governments worldwide who are

completely intertwined with the global criminal ruling class that wants to commit the worst atrocities

imaginable and suffer no consequences. And their corruption slithers down the chain of command

creating petty tyrants everywhere.

A vast majority of so-called leaders and Public 'Serpents' around the world have been bribed,

blackmailed/coerced into serving the interests of their technocratic New World Ordure parasite masters

and not We the People.

I have no fear of 'germs' or 'viruses'. One of the best places to go for reality: https://virustruth.net

I try to live without fear! Fear is the mind-killer!

PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGNS BY POWERFUL, WEALTHY CRIMINALS WITH EVIL INTENT CAN CAUSE

ALL KINDS OF HAVOC! QUESTION EVERYTHING!

And these, the criminals behind the NAC and all the other schemes will use hypochondria hysteria andExpand full comment
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Wayne MacKenzie Apr 16

Thanks for these links, I will be going reviewing all of them. I do receive "stop world control." The

movies coming our on April 20th will be worth watching.
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Indie Indie Media Today Apr 17 · edited Apr 17

Nothing to see here, just a world class athlete folks.
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Michael Dunn Apr 17

In the last 4 years, the only people I know who have had semi-serious, serious, or catastrophic health

events have been injected with the poison. Just yesterday a friend of mine who is in his 50s and has been

a competitive cyclist for decades had a heart attack. He's OK, all things considered, but he is one of the

last people you would expect to see this happen to. I have no proof that it's the shot but it sure seems to

strange to me. I have a coworker in his thirties, in good shape, with young children, and he had a heart

attack after being forced to get the booster for work. God allowed me an exemption which is why I still

have my job.
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TrumpFan Apr 17

https://www.kcra.com/article/stockton-fire-truck-involved-crash-west-lane/60523710#

Firetruck crashing into house
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moot null Tao de Fin Apr 16

The vaccines have turned the world into a horror film. Thank you Mark and team for keeping us informed of

these felonious "coincidences".

Condolences to all who have lost loved ones. My personal list of possibly vax-related disease and death

anecdotes now numbers 85.

The vaccines are quite effective... they protect against old age.
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Wayne MacKenzie Apr 16

I would like to add my appreciation for all the work you do. We need to acknowledge the deaths which

have been inflicted on the population world wide. And like many others my prayers continually go out to

the families who have lost loved ones and to the souls who have departed. I will make a contribution to

your cause in the near future.
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operation save humanity operation save humanity Substack Apr 16

Great article for more info on everything you're talking about that would help you guys out greatly come on

over to operation save humanity substack and dig threw all the patents
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dyr Apr 16

One should be cautious in any acceptance of casualty counts out of Gaza. Even e.g. RT - which now has

Israel as "enemy", altho' they seem to be equivocating of late, perhaps responsive to domestic public

opinion after the recent civilian perpetration horror there - puts that caveat, "according to", re casualty

stats. If the population is well over 2 million, in a half year 10s of 1000s might regularly get "peacetime"

burial, suspected of addition to the war count. Combatants surely some admit are legitimate targets in

such a situation, and much "collateral" blamable on being trapped by "host" combatants. Forgive the awful

numbers business, but as it is indirectly included in this post it needs some contestation.

As for the modicum of honour accorded by mention of some deceased (apart from eventual trial aspiration

as mentioned), I note that a Dr Makis has been doing similarly for a long time on his 'stack. But he did not

take kindly to my own in comments there trying to steer awareness toward the gross & intentional

electromagnetic insult involved. I note favourably that our host here has included mention of such

elsewhere .But sorry I have only recently begun to have a look.
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Peter Stellas Peter’s Substack Apr 16

I read all those reports of illness and death and feel sincere compassion and anxiety for those who have

suffered the consequences of the great covid deception. But no one can deny that anecdotal evidence is

valid only with "believers", but a weapon in the arsenal of the "unbelievers" who always dispel such

information as "lacking evidence". What has been done with these bioweapons is now irreversible, but

there are many additional fronts on which Klaus, Bill, George, and associates are working to completely

destroy humanity, such as "the great taking", uncontrollable inflation, continuation of phony wars, CBDC,

the next perpetual chain of pandemics and vaxxes, carbon score, etc. For reasons unclear to me, the world

wants to muddle through, again and again, through all the prior calamities that history records, (all the

same at the core), repudiating the realty of a Creator and the fact that we will definitely give an account. A

reminder...Heb: 9:27...It is appointed unto men once to die, then comes the judgment. We simply don't

want to tackle this concept.
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Gayle Wells Apr 16

Thanks so much Mark. It took me too long to be a paid subscriber. The record of these losses would have

escaped the awareness of so many and that is unthinkable. That is exactly what these death cults want.
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Jonboy83 Apr 15

Here's another one.

The news paper linked is quite good at reporting people who drop down dead, go to bed and never wake

up and usually have, DIED SUDDENLY but they never ever try to link it to the 'vaccine' . Youll get people

saying that in the comments at times but you'll get the usual remarks about tin foil hat, conspiracy theorist

etc.

https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/scots-aussie-rules-player-tragically-32588739
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Roc Findlay Apr 15

👍🇦🇺
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Jane 333 Lung physiology equals salt plu… Apr 22

Nuremberg 1 was a staged cover up.

We don’t want to see that repeated.

Need a novel term, suggestion:

People’s Justice 2025

As opposed to the contrived/controlled/coverup/corrupted cabal’s trials.
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PamelaDrew Pamela Drew #my2c Apr 16

Reach out to mega-millionaire Steve Kirsch & his well supported Vaccine Safety Research Foundation as

potential partner w shared aims & well endowed support.

https://rumble.com/c/VaccineSafetyResearchFoundation
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MrsSmithSaysSo Apr 16

A hard NO to Steve Kirsch. He supposedly was setting up some kind of private hedge fund to do

research on the shots - don't know what happened to it. Read more about SK, and you may be

surprised about his operations. Uber-rich, definitely, but not inclined to call him a Good Guy at this

point. Prof Miller does not need to partner with any foundations who will direct his independent

research and team of citizen researchers.
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PamelaDrew Pamela Drew #my2c Apr 16

fab points touche!
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Robert Apr 15

Thank you Mark, I share all your posts with people I know.

Here is a heads up, read this

CATACLYSMIC POLARITY SHIFT IS U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY PREPARED FOR THE NEXT

GEOMAGNETIC POLE REVERSAL

https://youtu.be/hUutYHhj3MM?si=cWlCid2OIcqzxfBW
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Richie Vieques Apr 15

I'm sorry Mr. Miller... but I've never seen one report of yours that clearly links being vaccinated with various

Health Emergencies that are being reported on. It's left to the readers to imply that this is the case. I guess

if you linked one to the other, you would be sued ? So for me, your posts are like the old scandal rags, the

Enquirer, the Star, etc. Did I miss something ?
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Dee Dee Apr 15

Probably not all illnesses can be blamed on the recent covid jabs. It isn't like he has direct access to

people's medical records. I think Mark is looking at all mortality and disabilities rising directly with the

covid jabs. When there are a lot of coincidenses it should be investigated, however it is not be

investigated for some.reason. This creates a record for the history book.
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Richie Vieques Apr 16

There is nothing tying these illnesses to the Covid-vaxxes. That is incredibly lame.
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Kat Bro Apr 16

Because children having heart attacks and strokes has always been normal. Give me a

break.
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Richie Vieques Apr 16

Reporting unusual data trends and not stating a reason or connection is not helpful.

Nowhere does Mr. Miller state WHY these excess deaths are happening. And it's not

helping. Connecting the dots is essential and Mr. Miller doesn't come close to doing

so.
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Cara C. Apr 15

Not being snarky, but what does this mean: "(nor may we forget the countless “liberal” and “progressive”

perps demanding that Israel “vaccinate” the Palestinians, just as Netanyahu and his droogs have done to

the Israeli people)" ?
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Mark Crispin Miller Apr 15 Author

I (among others) posted about it. Look it up.
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Cara C. Apr 16

Thanks so much for the detailed and kind response.
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Jerry Newfield Jerry’s Substack Apr 15

Yes!
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Roc Findlay Apr 15

Yes mate, don't forget to mention the hostages before the do nothings go ballistic.
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Mark Crispin Miller Apr 15 Author

Let them. I couldn't care less; so I didn't note the hostages to shield myself from their brickbats, but

because the war is wrong (and all the more so for the FACT, recognized as such by the Israeli people,

that it was started by Hamas AND Netanyahu acting in collusion).
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Yet Another Tommy Tommy's Excellent Newsletter Apr 15

Harlem River Blues: Justin Townes Earle

https://youtu.be/DcHjN68mItI?si=CVRcWEWWRa58VMxU
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deleted Apr 15

Comment deleted

Cathleen Apr 15

quote from Dr Jane Ruby:

Please don't get sucked into some of these PhD's with no medical training, who are telling you that

the unjabbed are showing changes in their red blood cells and stacking. Here's how I know they are

questionable:

Many other factors can cause Rouleaux, the medical term for stacking of red blood cells that have lost

their negative ion charge. This can happen if your dehydrated, if you have diabetes or if you have a

particularly high amount of blood sugar circulating at the moment. This is one of the many reasons I

don't trust Ana Mihalcea's work. Again figure it out for yourself, look it up and report back to me with

the number of potential factors or causes of Rouleaux.

PS one of the first things that turned me off to her was when she started appearing on Stew Peters

show and postulating with the white Embalmer clots were made of when she had never done an

analysis, and never had a courtesy of contacting me to discuss the evidence that I have from

numerous embalmers.
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deleted Apr 15

Comment deleted

Cathleen Apr 15

thanks, I subscribed to his substack, looks very interesting.
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deleted Apr 15

Comment deleted

Cathleen Apr 15

agree about the 5G.
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Puffin Apr 15

Something that puzzles me - if 'whoever' did all this and planned it years ago, why would the

unvaxxed eventually get ill too ? Because surely then, even 'they', (the top of the top,

politicians/WEF/NIH/FDA/CDC etc etc ) , would become ill too - because we can be almost certain

that they did NOT partake in the vaccine games. Not sure if I've written it properly, but I hope you can

understand my thought train. If this should affect the unvaxxed in the future, then it would be similar

to shooting yourself in the foot ? 

😟😟😟
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Jonathan Murphy Jonathan’s Newsletter Apr 15

Dr Ana is a gem in discovering the insides of the basis of injury. She has amassed huge amounts of

data on clotting and with live blood microscopy. More should follow her on Substack. The immune

harm phase of the vex by jab is showing up with immune system breakdowns and mixups. The Bond

style weapons are delayed fuse. Worst crime in history!
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Penny & John Harrison Apr 15

I have wondered if these are known vaxxed that are in the reports or overall news of deaths, disability

and illness regardless of vax status? I read about Fr. Goya today and I really doubt…although I don’t

know.
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